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An Antidote to Official Mendacity and Newsfaking in the Press 

Editorial: “America, love it or leave it" ~ JT left it, 

second Anniversary 

Well, honestly, nobody could be more sucprised than I am to see this modest: newsletter enter its third year of uninterrupted 2ublicution, This has been possible only because of the continued faithful support of the zreat majority of the initial subscri- bers as well as the hewcomers of the past two years, 

and TRUTH LETTER does get around. Witness that letter just received from a bookdealer in Wellington, New Zealand, of all places, saying ".., We have obtained the name and address of your publication from a list 9f the underground press published in the U.S..." That label, of course, does not quite fit. There is nothing "underground" about TRUTH LETTER and it is no longer published in the U.S, but from varicus places in Europe, How it got into that list, I don’t know. 

However, TRUTH LETTER is and will remain an American publication in the sense that it deals exclusively = or almost,anyway, — vith the iniquities of the U.S. political. &cene and the hushed=up truth about the Kennedy-—K ing-Kennedy assassinations, And it will stubbornly stick to its task, 

Dallas, Cancer City par excellence 
TL’s British correspondent, Mike Masterman, writes: 

“Today's Telegraph (Sept. 1,1970) has a short item of news concerning the death of Abraham Zapruder from cancer, The article also states that he made an estimated 50,000 from Life (actually he made a million, see TL 11/13, p. 3 = J.J.) The interesting part 
of the story is the following: "His 15~second close-up sequence of tne president being hit and slumping forward in his car,..° The myth of the forward slump is still being perpetuated, The brainwashing goes on and on. ." 

TL readers of course know that the Zapruder iilm shows the exact opposite of what the Daily Telegraph contends: Kennedy's body was visibly and even violently hurled back- ward by the head shot (for details, see TL, Vol. II, Nos. 5, 6 and 14). Like his film, Zapruder himself could have become a dangerous witness (dangerous to the plotters, that is) in any honest investigation of the Kennedy assassination - which may still take Place some day. So he had to be removed some time — and it was done through that spe- Cial Dallas method of Silencing inconvenient Wil esses; purposely induced cancer, after Jack Ruby and Police Chief Charles Ratchelor ( Tl II/10) Zaproder thus becones the third prominent assassination figure to be liquidated the cancer way. 

Popularity Poll 

"From 2,400 reported threats (to kill the President) in 1965, the number rose to to 12,800 last year; in 1970, it will probably reach 15,000" (Time, Sept.7,1970) so for every brave soul who wanted to do away with LEJ, there are at least six who want to get Nixon, While one may sympathize with their hearts! desire, a word of caution is needed: Imagine getting Spire Agnew for President! 
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kept in a plastic bag at ¢ 
cal analysis by Dr. McHugh. 
than thoze of the blood sample! 

Question (by Assistant DA Fernandes) "Wiat tests did you perform on these an | clothings? Answer (by Dr. NcHugh): There were a sezies of tests. First of all I was not pres ant in the laboratory when the clotr ing first was received, so Hr. Topjian had run a series of preiiuinary bengidire tests on this material, 
Q. Would you instruct the Court as to wlat is this bengidine test? 
A. A test that indicates the presence of blood on the material, This test had 

enown positive over certain areas of the submitted white shirt, 
Q. Could you tell us, and if you would examine the shirt and point to those 

areas 80 the Court is informed where on the shirt? . 
A. Yes, sir, 
the Court: i think for the record you o.ght to state where it is, such as the sack of the neck or the inside or sometiing of that kind, | 
The Witness: If I might, t have 2% notec here.Let’s see, Yes, sir. To continue, on gross examination of this item under visible and ultraviolet light disclosed 
the presence of reddish brown and brown washed-ou 
back and left sleeve surfaces, Most of ihese s 
reaction indicating the presence of residual ¢ Ss OF blood 

would you point to those areas now? | 
A. This would be the back of the shirt, this whole area in here gave positive 
 benzidine tests (Indicating). To continue, the back of both sleeves and 

the back ef the right sleeve of the cubmitted shirt reacted posi tive, right 
sieeve in particular reacted positive to the benzidine test. It is the back 
of these two sleeves extending down iere (Indicating) Unusually strong 

bengidine tests were obtained on the outside reor collar areas of tris 
shirt. That would be along this area right in here (indicating. )* 

Later on in the questioning, Dr. Meli.gh was asked: 
What findings did you make with referonce to the tests you performed on 
all the clothing? 

1, That in wy opinion there was based on the benzidine test, there was probally 
brood at one time originally present on the rear collar and the back area 
and the backs of both sleeves of the shite shirt. All of the tests on the 
submitted clething were negative." . 

Ag Judge Boyle bimself had said te Esther Newburgh in a different context 
.see above}, "chemical analysis is practically irrefutable." And the chemical ana} ysis 
of Kary Jo's se (for it was a blouse, rather taan a shirt), carried out by the State's 
top polices had unmistakably proved that taere was blood "at one time originally” 
on the rear colar, most of the back of the blouse and even along the backs of both 
sleeves 

idn‘t this evidence have been stzong enough to cause DA Dinis to ini- 
an investigation of possible murder? 

discovery of the blood traces om Mary Jo's blouse came late, for the 
was not made unti) Sept. 2, 196¢ ~ one day before the date originally 

ing of the Inquest (which then was postponed by order of the Superice 
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‘By that time, Dinis had gotten into a fierce verbal bout with Dr. Millis over 

the question why no autopsy had been performed om Mary Jo‘a body. That questien, to which 

we shall come back in a different context, is of the utmost importance. According to 

pr. Mille, he had received the go-ahead signal from the DA’s office for releasing the 

vedy for interment. He told the Court {as he had previously told tne press): | 

‘Yes, I working through the State Police, which is my custom,I requested the 

officer te notify the District Attorney's office that such = that there was such a case, 

giving the details, such details as ft had and asking if an autopsy sould be done, re~ 

questing an autopsy if in the opinion of the District attorney's office an autopsy was 

indicated. I received a reply back that the District attorney oimself was not available 

that time, but his associate, Lieutenant George Killen, had stated that if I was 

tisfied that there had been no foul p lay, that as far as he was concerned there was 
scaiuchan 

no need for an autopsy.“ 
Now, assuming the doctor's version to be correct - as we Ge dat amg) ll 4s of a different opinion ~ the responsibility o° determing ales cen on Hoe eat 

Be read ley it Sel ook lagi him, by bts own account. de had to be "satisfied" 

that there was no foul play involved, before be sould release the body. ir] How did he make sure? He didn't - in spite of circunstance s which clearly 

suzgested that there had been foul play> Under farther questioning by assistant Da Fer~ 

nandes, Dr. Mills had to admit that he released the body for burial (a) sia wd thoud 

ae er viether the dead wouan had been ajone ir the car or she was accompanied © 

what is even more important, while Dr. Mills exa sateen amon perigee 
the scuba diver, John Farrar, who had just brought it to the surface, was still fee and, by his own testimony, ne spoke to the doctor, Is it conceivable that during this 

conversation ~ about which the Court, incide ES a ee ee a tees ‘ce that the body had been found under the rear_seat of the car ae eee wen: tioned at all? Here you have an attractive young woaan, found dead i alone in the — potent i: Cr emerealer and a doctor ~ a medical examiner} - is instantly 
see that there could be no question of foul play?! | , 

one of Dr. Mills‘ most eminent colleagues, the Chief Medical Examiner of 

New York City, Dr. Milton Helpern, summe | up thesia tor ee weven if the. 

ear is not su 

AYA. @ 

Dr. Mills, then, who in the same nexs story is described by his local col- 

ar examiner, Dr. Robert W. Nevin, somewhat derisively as “a sweet, 

gentle, kind person who hooks rugs and plays the organ" bears a heavy responsibility 

for the fact that no autopsy was performed. Incidentally, Dr. Nevin, too, has come 

out stating unambiguously that he would have ordered ai. autopsy, had he been in charge. 

\fter DA Dinis had been alerted by “he excessive Level of ethyl alcohol 

in Mary Jo's blood and even before the girl's blouse had been subjected to chemical 

analysis, he started moving heaven and earth in an attempt te obtain a court order 

for exhumation of the body so an autopsy could still be performed. On august 15,1969, 

Dinis flew to Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) to confer wit. Luzerne County Judge Bernard C. Bro- 

ninski, in whose district Miss Kopechne had been buried, on the proposed exhumation. 

There, however, he ran into unexpectedly strong opposition from the parents 

of the deceased girl who fiercely resisted exhmmation, allegedly on religious grounds. 

After a court battle that lasted for weeks, Mr. Dinis’ request for exmmation of the 

vody was denied - even after he had supplied aiditional information about the blood 

traces detected by chemical analysis. 
| 
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} _ There are of course these whe woule claim that Kennedy's coat was not used in the reenactnent out of resnrci for the excited status ef the victin, for reg= sons of 00d taste etc. ~ a Spurious theme that recurs again and asain in the Kennedy Murder Fraud as orvanized in Dallas end later rounded out by the Warren Commission. 

Actually, it is quite easy to discern why it was dechded te dispense with this plece of evidence of the nighest impertcnce. At the time the reenactment was to be staged, the Warren Commission was ceeply split on the question of waether or not to go for the sinsie~bullet treory advanced by Arlen Specter as the only way of seemins te explain the inexplicable. If a majority eventual~ ly agresd to that theory, the bullet hole in Kennedy's coat would stand in the waye For to make a bullet go in throush that hole, come out at Kennedy's throat and then enter Connally's body at the point he was struck would take more than. magical ballistics. 
| 

| The hole in the back of Kennedy's coat is g0 minuté, as the pictures in inquests p. 56 and in "Six Seconds in Dallas", p.48 show, that it had to be en- targe@é on an inset to become visible ta the naked eye. By contrast, the chalk mark on the back of the FBI agent representing Kennedy during the ‘peenactnent" is a blotch almost as big as a fist, leaving plenty of room for shifting the supposeé location ef the impact later, as the occasion required. Even se, it was an inpossible, even ludicrous show those FBI agents put on, as the UPI picture first reproduced in book form in the documentary section of may "Oswald; Assassin or Fall Guy?" shows. In that picture, which was published in many news~ papers at the time, but disappeared like magic after the Warren Report had come Out, you see a dotted line leading from the chalk mark on the back of the Kenne~ dy stand-in to the exact spot in Connally’s richt shoulder where he was hit, supposedly representins the trajectory of the "sinsle bullet." And that trajece tory Misses the throat of "Kennedy" by such a wide martin that the absurdity of the whole thing simply hits you between the eyes} . 
All that hocus=pocus with a stand-in car that didn't even come near the Measurenents of the presidential limousine ~ for the followeup car used in the Peenactment was, accordinre to the Warren Report, a 1955 Cadillac eicht-pasgen- 6er convertible" while Kennedy was riding in a "specially designed 1961 Lincoln rorvertible with two collapsible jump seats": with a ble chalk mark on som- bedy else's coat taking the place of the small hole in the real coat of the victim; and with a trajectory that has a bullst jumping up and dewn and going in all directions was theMimitiwtkx the handivori of Sheneyfelt and Frazier. 

z 

With such a credibility record, approaciing the famous Johnsen Gap, Shaneyfelt got admirinz and approving banner headlines across tie nation with his totally unsubstantiated statement that, after he had viewed the Zapruder flim "my impression is that the shots came from the rear. 't | 
To go back to Simmons after this long, but hecessary digression, he, too testified that he had seen "la puff or Wisp of smolre' arising near the picket fence on the grassy lnoll right after the shooting ~ a fact his colleague s.M. Holland had already attested to in his testimony before the Warren Commission. 
Summing up - all the evidence offered at the Clay Shaw trial concerning the events in Dealey Plaza, and all the depos tions of ersdible witnesses about these same events point in the same direction and add up to the same inesca- Pable conclusion: . 

. President John F. Kennedy died in a crossfire ambush planned and execu= ted with military precision. His assassination, far fron being the irrational act of a lone fanatic, as the Warren Commission would have us believe, was a regular coup d'état - the first in American h.story as Garrison himself has pointed out on another occasion. And its purpose was to put Lynden B, Johnson dn the driver's seat. 
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The new book by Joachim Joesten TRILOGY OF MURDER 
An analysis and interpretation of the John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and Dr. Martin 
Luther King assassinations. =< Copyright by J. Joesten, 1968-70. 

The Frameup of James Barl Ray (ctd. from Vol. II, iio. 24) 

If one examines this peculiar document more Closely, it is easy to see how specious 
and misleading it is, The only relevant paragraph, of course, ig the sixth, in which Pra- 
zier candidly admits that he could "draw no conclusion as to whether or not the submitted 
bullet was fired from the submitted rifle.” In other words, there is no ballistic proof 
whatsoever that the bullet which killed Dr. King came from the rifle that had been found 
in the doorway of a music store on S, Main Street in Memphis # and which had Ray’s finger= 
prints on it. And since nobody saw Ray in the act of shooting, there just isn’t any evi- 
dence against him at all. 

in order to hide this basic fact, Frazier iid his best to bury it in a welter of 
irrelevant double-talk. It does not matter in the least that he was able to identify the 
expended cartridge as having been "fired in and extracted from the submitted rifle." 
Cartridges don’t kill people; bullets do. Anyone who even for a short time had been in 
possession of Ray's rifle could have fired a bullet into the ground and then removed the 
cartridge to plant it later in the bathroom next to the room Ray had taken at Memphis, 
or he could have secretly picked up and kept for that purpose a cartridge expended by Ray 
in firing practice and then thrown away. Neither Ray's fingerprints on the "submitted" 
rifle, nor the expert's statement that an expended cartridge found in the bathroom had 
been fired in that rifle, nor any other of the profuse facts and numbers cited in Fra- 
Zier's affidavit would be acceptable in a court ¢f law as proof that Ray had killed 
Dr. King, Nothing short of a clear-cut, positive identification by a firearms expert 
of the: bullet that had been removed from the bocy of the Negro leader as having been 
fired from Ray's rifle would serve that purpose - and even such evidence would not suf- 
fice to prove that the finger on the trigger had been that of James Earl Ray. 

That this is not just my private opinion, but one shared by authentic experts in 
the field, is shown by another passage from the <bove-cited article in Saga (Oct.1969) 
in which private investigator Renfro T. Hays, wht had assisted Ray's first lawyer, Arthur 
Hanes, tears the phony evidence compiled by the IBI to shreds. Referring to the farcical 
Ray "trial," in which the prosecution manipulatec the Frazier Affidavit in order to create 
the false impression that it represented conclusive ballistic evidence, Saga wrote: 

"The question of ballistics on the .30-Of rifle left in the doorway and the slug 
removed from King’s body is puzzling, The police and prosecution claimed the bullet was 
fired from the abandoned rifle. However, in testimony presented at Ray's trial, these questions were left unanswered (emphasis added = J.J.)." 

Let me stop here for a moment to point o.t that the Frazier affidavit, which had 
already figured in the extradition proceedings ii. London, was of course also available 
to the police and prosecution in Memphis. In view of the fact, documented by the precise 
text of this affidavit ~ as reproduced in the preceding issue of TL = that Frazier was 
unable to identify the fatal bullet as having been fired from that rifle, tae bad faith 
of the Memphis authorities is glaringly conspicucus. How could they continue to "claim" 
that tne bullet had been fired from the abandone. rifle when the sxpert testimony clearly 
ran counter to that contention? Well, a bit of finagling helps in such cases. according 

So SBfR* ws coistant Attorney-General James C. Becsley entered lit‘le material om ballis- 
tics into the record.He stated: 

" "Mr, Robert A. Frazier, the chief of ‘ihe Firearms Identification Unit of the 
FBI with 27 years experience would testify to th: firing of this rifle, that has been 
here to introduced. He examined tie cartridges, whe hull from the chamber of this rifle, 
the slug removed from the body of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and would testify to the 
conclusions as...° . 

"(At this point - writes the author of the article in Saga - I will paragraph 
the remarks of Asst.Attorney-Ceneral Beasley and add the comments of a respected attor- 
hey who specializes in criminal law.)" 

* For details, see The James Barl Ray Hoax, Vol. I, Chapter IT 


